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Catalog of Catalogs documents nearly 2,300 temporary exhibition catalogs, 1876-2018, that
include objects of Judaica. It provides highly-detailed indices of these publications' subjects,
exhibited objects and geographical foci.
The Black Death of 1348-50 devastated Europe. With mortality estimates ranging from thirty to
sixty percent of the population, it was arguably the most significant event of the fourteenth
century. Nonetheless, its force varied across the continent, and so did the ways people
responded to it. Surprisingly, there is little Jewish writing extant that directly addresses the
impact of the plague, or even of the violence that sometimes accompanied it. This absence is
particularly notable for Provence and the Iberian Peninsula, despite rich sources on Jewish life
throughout the century. In After the Black Death, Susan L. Einbinder uncovers Jewish
responses to plague and violence in fourteenth-century Provence and Iberia. Einbinder's
original research reveals a wide, heterogeneous series of Jewish literary responses to the
plague, including Sephardic liturgical poetry; a medical tractate written by the Jewish physician
Abraham Caslari; epitaphs inscribed on the tombstones of twenty-eight Jewish plague victims
once buried in Toledo; and a heretofore unstudied liturgical lament written by Moses Nathan, a
survivor of an anti-Jewish massacre that occurred in Tàrrega, Catalonia, in 1348. Through
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elegant translations and masterful readings, After the Black Death exposes the great diversity
in Jewish experiences of the plague, shaped as they were by convention, geography,
epidemiology, and politics. Most critically, Einbinder traces the continuity of faith, language,
and meaning through the years of the plague and its aftermath. Both before and after the Black
Death, Jewish texts that deal with tragedy privilege the communal over the personal and affirm
resilience over victimhood. Combined with archival and archaeological testimony, these texts
ask us to think deeply about the men and women, sometimes perpetrators as well as victims,
who confronted the Black Death. As devastating as the Black Death was, it did not shatter the
modes of expression and explanation of those who survived it—a discovery that challenges the
applicability of modern trauma theory to the medieval context.
This volume presents a comprehensive study of the urban topography of Anglo-Jewry in the
period before the mass immigration of 1881. The book brings together the evidence for the
physical presence of at least 80% of the Jewish community. London and thirty-five provincial
cities and towns are discussed.
Real understanding of past societies is not possible without including children, and yet they
have been strangely invisible in the archaeological record. Compelling explanation about past
societies cannot be achieved without including and investigating children and childhood.
However marginal the traces of children's bodies and bricolage may seem compared to adults,
archaeological evidence of children and childhood can be found in the most astonishing places
and spaces. The archaeology of childhood is one of the most exciting and challenging areas
for new discovery about past societies. Children are part of every human society, but childhood
is a cultural construct. Each society develops its own idea about what a childhood should be,
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what children can or should do, and how they are trained to take their place in the world.
Children also play a part in creating the archaeological record itself. In this volume, experts
from around the world ask questions about childhood - thresholds of age and growth,
childhood in the material culture, the death of children, and the intersection of the childhood
and the social, economic, religious, and political worlds of societies in the past.
This book brings together research on the relations between people and the planet's living and
non-living resources. Its three main foci include the methodological approaches to the study of
relationships between people and land use, patterns of consumption, population trends and the
availability of food and water resources; an examination of evidence of disequilibria in
increasing conflicts, migrations, and over-crowding; and a search for balance between people
and the other elements of the biosphere through understanding and overcoming destructive
forces.
Investigating Jewish spatial practices by exploring the symbol of the house in Judaism, this
book examines two groups of houses: ritual objects based on the iconology of the house (ritual
houses) and house metaphors (the text, community and the covenant with god as house). This
unique pairing is explored as place-making tools which exist in a constant state of tension
between diaspora and belonging. Containing many photographs of historical and contemporary
artefacts from Europe, Israel and the United States, this book maps out the intersection of
architecture, Jewish studies, cultural and gender studies and opens up the discussion of
distinctly Jewish objects and metaphors to discourses taking place outside explicitly Jewish
contexts.
This encyclopedia provides 300 interdisciplinary, cross-referenced entries that document the
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effect of the plague on Western society across the four centuries of the second plague
pandemic, balancing medical history and technical matters with historical, cultural, social, and
political factors. • 300 A–Z interdisciplinary entries on medical matters and historical issues •
Each entry includes up-to-date resources for further research
England during the Middle Ages was at the forefront of European antisemitism. It was in
medieval Norwich that the notorious "blood libel" was first introduced when a resident accused
the city’s Jewish leaders of abducting and ritually murdering a local boy. England also
enforced legislation demanding that Jews wear a badge of infamy, and in 1290, it became the
first European nation to expel forcibly all of its Jewish residents. In The Accommodated Jew,
Kathy Lavezzo rethinks the complex and contradictory relation between England’s rejection of
"the Jew" and the centrality of Jews to classic English literature. Drawing on literary, historical,
and cartographic texts, she charts an entangled Jewish imaginative presence in English
culture. In a sweeping view that extends from the Anglo-Saxon period to the late seventeenth
century, Lavezzo tracks how English writers from Bede to Milton imagine Jews via
buildings—tombs, latrines and especially houses—that support fantasies of exile. Epitomizing
this trope is the blood libel and its implication that Jews cannot be accommodated in England
because of the anti-Christian violence they allegedly perform in their homes. In the Croxton
Play of the Sacrament, Marlowe’s The Jew of Malta and Shakespeare’s The Merchant of
Venice, the Jewish house not only serves as a lethal trap but also as the site of an emerging
bourgeoisie incompatible with Christian pieties. Lavezzo reveals the central place of "the Jew"
in the slow process by which a Christian "nation of shopkeepers" negotiated their relationship
to the urban capitalist sensibility they came to embrace and embody. In the book’s epilogue,
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she advances her inquiry into Victorian England and the relationship between Charles Dickens
(whose Fagin is the second most infamous Jew in English literature after Shylock) and the
Jewish couple that purchased his London home, Tavistock House, showing how far relations
between gentiles and Jews in England had (and had not) evolved.
Completely revised and updated for this new edition, Benedictow's acclaimed study remains
the definitive account of the Black Death and its impact on history. The first edition of The
Black Death collected and analysed the many local studies on the disease published in a
variety of languages and examined a range of scholarly papers. The medical and
epidemiological characteristics of the disease, its geographical origin, its spread across Asia
Minor, the Middle East, North Africa and Europe, and the mortality in the countries and regions
for which there are satisfactory studies, are clearly presented and thoroughly discussed. The
pattern, pace and seasonality of spread revealed through close scrutiny of these studies
exactly reflect current medical work and standard studies on the epidemiology of bubonic
plague. Benedictow's findings made it clear that the true mortality rate was far higher than had
been previously thought. In the light of those findings, the discussion in the last part of the book
showing the Black Death as a turning point in history takes on a new significance. OLE J.
BENEDICTOW is Professor of History at the University of Oslo.
This book surveys contemporary responses to the Black Death. The sources illustrate the fear
that spread with the disease and the diverse ways that such terror influenced social behaviour.
MURDER SPIES EXPLOSIONS REVENGE Peregrine Harker is about to learn you're never
too young to die. London 1908: A secret society stalks the murky streets, a deadly assassin
lurks in the shadows and a series of unexplained deaths are linked by a mystery symbol…
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When boy-detective Peregrine Harker stumbles across a gruesome murder he sparks a chain
of events that drag him on a rip-roaring journey through a world of spluttering gas lamps, thick
fog, deadly secrets and dastardly villains. Every step of Peregrine’s white-knuckle adventure
brings him closer to the vile heart of a terrifying mystery – the true story behind the
Brotherhood of the Black Death.
We here find an important page of the history of the world laid open to our view. It treats of a
convulsion of the human race, unequalled in violence and extent. It speaks of incredible
disasters, of despair and unbridled demoniacal passions. It shews us the abyss of general
licentiousness, in consequence of an universal pestilence, which extended from China to
Iceland and Greenland. The inducement to unveil this image of an age, long since gone by, is
evident. A new pestilence has attained almost an equal extent, and though less formidable,
has partly produced, partly indicated, similar phenomena. Its causes and its diffusion over Asia
and Europe, call on us to take a comprehensive view of it, because it leads to an insight into
the organism of the world, in which the sum of organic life is subject to the great powers of
Nature. Now, human knowledge is not yet sufficiently advanced, to discover the connexion
between the processes which occur above, and those which occur below, the surface of the
earth, or even fully to explore the laws of nature, an acquaintance with which would be
required, far less to apply them to great phenomena, in which one spring sets a thousand
others in motion. On this side, therefore, such a point of view is not to be found, if we would not
lose ourselves in the wilderness of conjectures, of which the world is already too full: but it may
be found in the ample and productive field of historical research. History—that mirror of human
life in all its bearings, offers, even for general pestilences, an inexhaustible, though scarcely
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explored, mine of facts; here too it asserts its dignity, as the philosophy of reality delighting in
truth. It is conformable to its spirit to conceive general pestilences as events affecting the
whole world, to explain their occurrences by the comparison of what is similar, by which the
facts speak for themselves, because they appear to have proceeded from the higher laws
which govern the progression of the existence of mankind. A cosmical origin and convulsive
excitement, productive of the most important consequences among the nations subject to
them, are the most striking features to which history points in all general pestilences. The
latter, however, assume very different forms, as well in their attacks on the general organism,
as in their diffusion; and in this respect a development from form to form, in the course of
centuries, is manifest, so that the history of the world is divided into grand periods in which
positively defined pestilences prevailed. As far as our chronicles extend, more or less certain
information can be obtained respecting them. But this part of medical history, which has such a
manifold and powerful influence over the history of the world, is yet in its infancy. For the honor
of that science which should everywhere guide the actions of mankind, we are induced to
express a wish, that it may find room to flourish amidst the rank vegetation with which the field
of German medical science is unhappily encumbered.
This ebook is a selective guide designed to help scholars and students of Islamic studies find
reliable sources of information by directing them to the best available scholarly materials in
whatever form or format they appear from books, chapters, and journal articles to online
archives, electronic data sets, and blogs. Written by a leading international authority on the
subject, the ebook provides bibliographic information supported by direct recommendations
about which sources to consult and editorial commentary to make it clear how the cited
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sources are interrelated related. This ebook is a static version of an article from Oxford
Bibliographies Online: Renaissance and Reformation, a dynamic, continuously updated, online
resource designed to provide authoritative guidance through scholarship and other materials
relevant to the study of European history and culture between the 14th and 17th centuries.
Oxford Bibliographies Online covers most subject disciplines within the social science and
humanities, for more information visit www.oxfordbibliographies.com.
Maria Kelly goes in search of the 'Great Pestilence' whose consequences are often obscured
by the intricate and tumultuous history of the time and traces how the Irish reacted to this
seemingly invisible killer.
Medieval feudal society was built on a sociopolitical and economic system guided by feudalism
and the transcendental views of Christianity. Both of these institutions were put to the test
during the Black Death epidemic, the deadliest disaster humankind has suffered, given the
population of the time. Without a doubt, this event revolutionized medieval society in every way
and accelerated a process of change that had been brewing for centuries.But the impact of the
plague went well beyond loss of life. It fatally wounded the spiritual, social and economic
foundations of the medieval world, to such an extent that one could shift the traditional timeline
and mark 1347, the year the plague began, as the true end of the Middle Ages. We can read
many statistics on the economic and demographic impact of the Black Death in Europe, but
nothing reflects the ordeal better than the painting, “The Triumph of Death,” by Flemish artist
Pieter Brueghel the Elder. We cannot help but shudder at the helplessness and despair of
these people trying in vain to escape their fate. Peasants, nobles, priests, kings, and bishops,
all made equal by death, while armies of skeletons chase after them, proclaiming the end of
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times. In the face of an ordered, hierarchal medieval society, this painting shows us chaos,
disorder and equality in death. In this book, I will attempt to summarize, first, how the Church
and feudalism were the bases of medieval society, then in the following chapters describe the
principal economic, social, and spiritual effects of the plague and how Europe was changed
forever.
Describes the 1347-1351 outbreak of plague in Europe, known as the Black Death, which
killed one out of three people and changed the course of European history.
This book lends an overview of the history of the plague, as well as 19th-century knowledge of
its cause. This book serves as a wonderful introduction to the topic of the Black Death with
some profoundly interesting facts contained within. For example,?women were distinctly more
fertile after the cessation of the Black Plague, with double and triple birth rates being markedly
more common.?
In the middle of the 14th century, Europe was devastated by an appalling epidemic which killed
a third of its population. Accused of having spread the disease, Jewish communities faced
terrible persecutions, which often led them to bury their most valuable goods. Two of these
hoards, discovered at Colmar in 1863 and at Erfurt in 1998, are discussed and illustrated here.
Comprising a great variety of jewelry, gold- and silversmiths' work, and coins, these two hoards
constitute an exceptional source for the study of secular metalwork in the 13th and 14th
centuries, very few examples of which have otherwise come down to us. They provide
precious evidence of the economic activities and daily life of the medieval Jewish communities,
but also of their precarious position within Christian Europe. In Erfurt over 1,000 people were
killed, the entire Jewish population. Some of the objects, because of their very personal
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character, are deeply poignant.

A virus similar to the Black Death outbreak has struck England. Mrs. Hawkins soon
learns there are things worse than death. The dead have come back to life, and they
are hungry. Jim Hawkins is on his way home with treasure in the belly of the Hispaniola.
Captain Smollett is back in charge of the ship, and Long John Silver has agreed to
stand trial at home, if only for the chance to make it home. Wanting only to save his
mother and seek sanctuary, Jim realizes survival comes down to instinct and sacrifice
in this continuation of Stevenson's timeless classic, Treasure Island ....
"The Black Death, and The Dancing Mania" by J. F. C. Hecker (translated by B. G.
Babington). Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to
be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are userfriendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Treasures of the Black DeathPaul Holberton Pub
Melzer offers an impressive new book about famous New Mexico gravesites, usually
the only monuments left to honor the human treasures who helped shape state,
national, and often international history.
If the twenty-first century seems an unlikely stage for the return of a 14th-century killer,
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the authors of Return of the Black Death argue that the plague, which vanquished half
of Europe, has only lain dormant, waiting to emerge again—perhaps, in another form. At
the heart of their chilling scenario is their contention that the plague was spread by
direct human contact (not from rat fleas) and was, in fact, a virus perhaps similar to
AIDS and Ebola. Noting the periodic occurrence of plagues throughout history, the
authors predict its inevitable re-emergence sometime in the future, transformed by
mass mobility and bioterrorism into an even more devastating killer.
Heri: pp. 182-84: An Elf-charm Cured by Melted Lead. (Sagn fra Mern).

This monograph represents an expansion and deepening of previous works by
Ole J. Benedictow - the author of highly esteemed monographs and articles on
the history of plague epidemics and historical demography. In the form of a
collection of articles, the author presents an in-depth monographic study on the
history of plague epidemics in Scandinavian countries and on controversies of
the microbiological and epidemiological fundamentals of plague epidemics.
In this fresh approach to the history of the Black Death, John Hatcher, a worldrenowned scholar of the Middle Ages, recreates everyday life in a mid-fourteenth
century rural English village. By focusing on the experiences of ordinary villagers
as they lived -- and died -- during the Black Death (1345-50 AD), Hatcher vividly
places the reader directly into those tumultuous years and describes in
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fascinating detail the day-to-day existence of people struggling with the tragic
effects of the plague. Dramatic scenes portray how contemporaries must have
experienced and thought about the momentous events -- and how they tried to
make sense of it all.
Reproduction of the original: Life of Wagner by Louis Nohl
Possessing a divine artifact, spirit beast taming, Zhan Cangtian, War God
Demons, and even watching a youngster walk out of a wasteland to create his
own legend ... ?
? During ancient times currency took varied forms, including beaver skins, bales
of tobacco, and sea salt blocks. As art and technology advanced, monetary
systems and currencies altered. Today, coins and currency provide an historical
and archeological record of culture, religion, politics, and world leaders. This
updated second edition offers numerous entries of historical commentary on the
role of coins and currency in human events, politics, and the arts. It begins with
the origin of coins in ancient Sumer, and follows advancements in metallurgy and
minting machines to paper, plastic, and electronic moneys designed to ease
trade and halt counterfeiting and other forms of theft. A timeline of monetary
history is provided along with a glossary and bibliography. Numerous
photographs of coins and bills provide an up-close look at beautiful and ingenious
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artifacts.
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